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Chailengta, 26th September, 2022 

Prati Ghare Sushason: Block-level Vikas meeting held in Longtharai valley sub-division 
A block-level Vikas meeting was held at BAC hall of Chawmanu RD block in Longtharai 
valley sub-division as a part of Prati Ghare Sushason program today. The meeting was 
chaired by Dhalai DM & Collector L. T. Darlong. The DM & Collector emphasized upon 
proper management and conduction of the Vikas Mela in festive mood. As a part of Prati 
Ghare Sushason program, the Dhalai DM & Collector had urged the police department to 
conduct a friendly football and volleyball match between the villagers and the para-military 
officials in every VC level to create a healthy and cordial relationship. Moreover, the DM & 
Collector also urged the Chawmanu Health and Education department officials to step 
forward for better apprehension and coordination to ensure cent percent coverage of 
vaccination and precaution doses among different age groups in Chawmanu block areas. 

A formal discussion was initiated to carry out all kinds of departmental projects and 
scheme based action plans as a part of promoting this special campaign. It was informed that 
a schedule programme has been prepared from district-level onwards for conducting block-
level campaign in a befitting manner. The first part of the Chawmanu block-level campaign 
will be held at Manikpur market ground on October 13, 2022 and the second part will be held 
at Dhanyaram Karbari Para High School ground in Chawmanu on October 14, 2022. All line 
departments have been requested to actively coordinate and participate to showcase and 
exhibit development activities through their respective department stalls in both the camps. 
It was also informed that similar camp will also be organized in VC level on different dates 

involving all the 14 Village Committees under the block. For better apprehension and 
management, the overall camp shall be organized and supervised by SDM and BDO office in 
collaboration with all line departments under the jurisdiction. 
The DM & Collector had called on all concerned department officials for extending their 

full support for the successful conduction of the camps. Officer In-charge of Development 
Sections office of Dhalai DM & Collector Subhash Dutta, BDO Lalit Chakma, SDPO Ratna 
Sadhan Noatia, Executive Engineer of RD, Manu Division Binoy Jamatia, officials of 
different departments, para- military forces and office bearers of different Village 
Committees were present in the block-level Vikas meeting today. 
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